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Appendix A – Questionnaire 

 

The following is the questionnaire distributed among Scrum professionals.  

Effectiveness of Scrum in project management 

This questionnaire aims to study the critical success factors of projects which use 

Scrum as a project management methodology.  

The data from this survey will only be used for academic research, for the Thesis 

requirement of the MBA in Information Technology, at the University of Moratuwa, 

Sri Lanka. Your responses will be kept strictly confidential. It is guaranteed that the 

information provided by you will not be disclosed to any third party. 

If you have any suggestions, or would like clarification about any of the questions or 

how the data will be used, please do not hesitate to contact me or my Thesis advisor 

(contact details are below). 

   

Thank you very much in advance for your time and cooperation. 

 

  Asha Senanayake. 

  MBA/IT 2009. 

  asha.senanayake@gmail.com 

  (+94) 77-7031493 

  http://ashasenanayake.wordpress.com/about/ 

   

  Advisor :  

  Buddhinath Jayatilleke, PhD 

  buddhinath@gmail.com 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Section 1: Company Information 

1. Is your organization involved in software  development as its primary business 

activity? 

2. How many people are employed at your organization? 

3. How many people are employed at your organization in activities directly 

related to software  development? 

4. How long has Scrum been used in your organization? 

5. Are you based in Sri Lanka? 
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Section 2: Demographic Information 

1. What is your Age? 

2. What is your Gender? 

3. What is your highest educational qualification? 

4. What is your current job position or role? 

5. What is your current job designation? 

6. What Scrum roles have you played at any point in time? 

7. How many years of work experience do you have in software  development? 

8. For how long have you been a member of teams that practiced Scrum? 

Section 3A: Information on adherence of Scrum principles in a successful project 

Glossary 

Please answer the following questions with regard to a successful project completed 

recently, which you were part of.  

  

Glossary: 

successful project - Completed within allocated Time frame, with allocated Budget 

while  meeting Quality objectives.  

   

If you have not completed any project yet, think of the most recent Sprint which was 

successful. 

   

Glossary:  

successful Sprint - Completed all the tasks in the Sprint and delivered the shippable 

product increment.  

1. What Scrum roles were present in your team? 

2. Did you have a daily Scrum? 

3. How long did the daily Scrum take? 

4. How many members were present in the Scrum team? (including the Product 

Owner(s) and ScrumMaster) 

5. Did you demo the deliverables at the end of each Sprint? 

6. How long was the most recent Sprint? 

7. How long was a typical Sprint Planning meeting (in hours)? 

8. How long was the Retrospective meeting? 

9. What was the total duration of the project? 

10. How many Sprints did the project have? 

11. To what level do you agree with the following statements? 

1-Strongly disagree 2- Disagree 3- Somewhat disagree 4 – Undecided 5- 

Somewhat agree 6 – Agree  7 – Strongly agree  
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  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1    Management was extremely supportive of Scrum:         

2    The team attitude towards Scrum was very hostile:         

3    The Product Owner's involvement in the project was complete 
and adequate:  

       

4    The management constantly attempted to change the priorities 
while in a Sprint:  

       

5    The team was never disturbed while in a Sprint:         

6    The ScrumMaster influenced the team members in making 
decisions:  

       

7    The tools used to manage the work (e.g. ScrumWorks) were 
excellent:  

       

8    The level of communication among team members was very 
poor:  

       

9    The quality objectives were significantly exceeded:         

10    The team was unable to self-manage itself to any extent:         

11    The actual budget and the estimated budget was the same:         

12    The actual time frame significantly overran the estimated time 
frame:  

       

13    Early and continuous delivery of valuable software  were 
offered:  

       

14    Changing requirements, even late in development were 
accepted:  

       

15    The team self-policed and reinforced use of process and rules:         

16    The organization was able to comply with Scrum rules:         

17    The ScrumMaster was effective in getting process followed:         

18    The team was self-managing:         

19    Surprises didn't occur:         

20    The team was cross-functional:         

21    The team and Product Owner collaborated and worked closely 
together:  

       

22    Customer’s feedback on demos were given priority:         

23    Team members were dedicated and honored commitments:         

24    The team effectively acted upon indicators in Sprint Burndown:        

25    The team effectively managed conflict within team:         

26    The team improved internal development processes:         

27    The team worked to improve itself and its processes:         

28    The team adequately managed dependencies:         

 

12. What percentage of Product Backlog items did you achieve? 

13. Did you think that daily Scrum meetings were effective in making your project 

successful? Please give reasons. 

14. In your opinion, to what level did Scrum help in managing development work? 

15. Do you have any other comments related to how the use of Scrum facilitated a 

successful project? 
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Section 4A: Information on adherence of Scrum principles in an unsuccessful 

project 

Please answer the following questions with regard to an unsuccessful project 

completed recently, which you were part of.  

  Glossary: 

   

  unsuccessful project - Had one or more of the following problems. 

   - Project was abandoned 

   - Exceeded estimated time 

   - Budget overrun 

   - Did not meet quality objectives  

   

  If you have not completed any project yet, think of the most recent Sprint which was 

unsuccessful. 

    

   Glossary: 

   unsuccessful Sprint - Not Completed all the tasks in the Sprint or not delivered a 

shippable product increment.  

1. What Scrum roles were present in your team? 

2. Did you have a daily Scrum? 

3. How long did the daily Scrum take? 

4. How many members were present in the Scrum team? (including the Product 

Owner(s) and ScrumMaster) 

5. Did you demo the deliverables at the end of each Sprint? 

6. How long was the most recent Sprint? 

7. How long was a typical Sprint Planning meeting (in hours)? 

8. How long was the Retrospective meeting? 

9. What was the total duration of the project? 

10. How many Sprints did the project have? 

11. To what level do you agree with the following statements? 

1-Strongly disagree 2- Disagree 3- Somewhat disagree 4 – Undecided 5- 

Somewhat agree 6 – Agree  7 – Strongly agree  

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1    Management was extremely supportive of Scrum:         

2    The team attitude towards Scrum was very hostile:         

3    The Product Owner's involvement in the project was complete 
and adequate:  

       

4    The management constantly attempted to change the priorities 
while in a Sprint:  

       

5    The team was never disturbed while in a Sprint:         

6    The ScrumMaster influenced the team members in making        
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decisions:  

7    The tools used to manage the work (e.g. ScrumWorks) were 
excellent:  

       

8    The level of communication among team members was very 
poor:  

       

9    The quality objectives were significantly exceeded:         

10    The team was unable to self-manage itself to any extent:         

11    The actual budget and the estimated budget was the same:         

12    The actual time frame significantly overran the estimated time 
frame:  

       

13    Early and continuous delivery of valuable software  were 
offered:  

       

14    Changing requirements, even late in development were 
accepted:  

       

15    The team self-policed and reinforced use of process and rules:         

16    The organization was able to comply with Scrum rules:         

17    The ScrumMaster was effective in getting process followed:         

18    The team was self-managing:         

19    Surprises didn't occur:         

20    The team was cross-functional:         

21    The team and Product Owner collaborated and worked closely 
together:  

       

22    Customer’s feedback on demos were given priority:         

23    Team members were dedicated and honored commitments:         

24    The team effectively acted upon indicators in Sprint Burndown:        

25    The team effectively managed conflict within team:         

26    The team improved internal development processes:         

27    The team worked to improve itself and its processes:         

28    The team adequately managed dependencies:         

 

12. What percentage of Product Backlog items did you achieve? 

13. Did you think that daily Scrum meetings were effective in making your project 

successful? Please give reasons. 

14. In your opinion, to what level did Scrum help in managing development work? 

15. Do you have any other comments related to how the use of Scrum facilitated a 

successful project? 
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Appendix B – ScrumMaster interview questions 

 

The questions directed for some interviewees who use Scrum at work.  

 

1) What made you adopt Scrum as a project management methodology?  

2) How did you adopt Scrum in the project, and why?  

3) Would you please describe the process?  

4) How do you choose ScrumMaster for a given project? 

5) What's the biggest problem during the adoption, and how did you solve it?  

6) What are the other challenges you have faced when implementing Scrum? 

7) What's the benefit that Scrum brought to your project/company?  
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Appendix C – Feedback on preliminary questionnaire 

 

The following are the suggestions by different persons who took the preliminary 

survey.  

“Based on questioner, if someone doesn’t have at least two projects, one which is 

unsuccessful and another which is successful they cannot submit the results. (Is it 

possible to make it fill at least(one or both) one from the last two pages? )” 

“In a product based company a project could run for 4,5 years. So there is a very big 

chance that the person who is filling the survey has not completed a single project still 

which uses Scrum as Scrum is a new methodology. Or has only one (un)successful 

project” 

“Base on the requirements you have given to successful/unsuccessful there is a very 

less chance that a project can get successful. (Most of the people’s definition of 

success has a little bit low expectations. something like 95-98%. But I don’t know 

what serves your purpose so can’t suggest anything).” 

“Of course our people are lazy to type than clicking on checkboxes and some tend to 

give up the whole survey when they come across a mandatory question which needs to 

think and enter some sentences.“ 

 

 


